Press Release

Scheer GmbH to provide Partner Managed
Cloud for SAP® Software
Saarbrücken, Germany – April 03, 2020
Scheer GmbH announced today that they will extend their long-term partnership with SAP® by
providing a partner managed cloud for SAP® software solutions.
Scheer GmbH offers an affordable, ready-to-use, subscription-based offering of SAP solutions in its
private hosted cloud, enabling customers to access SAP software quickly and easily without the need
for up-front infrastructure costs associated with on-premise software deployments.
“Customers will rapidly benefit from Scheer’s unique reference process model, including our industry
and solution best practices combined with SAPs preconfigured content within one cloud delivery
model," said Sascha Reindorf, Head of Sales HCM Scheer GmbH. "Through our partner managed
cloud, we will enable customers to avoid any lack of knowledge due to todays speed of new processes
and functionalities with new product releases. This will allow customers to focus on their business
rather than their IT needs.”
As a provider of a partner managed cloud, Scheer GmbH will provide customers with a cost-effective,
on-demand, cloud-based delivery model of their SAP software solutions. Scheer GmbH will
supplement these services with best practice ARIS integration, implementation, management and
support services.
As an SAP gold partner, Scheer GmbH offers qualified support in selecting, implementing and
operating SAP products.
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About Scheer GmbH
Scheer GmbH is the flagship company of the Scheer Group, which operates in various European countries as well as in the
U.S.A., Singapore and Australia.
As a consulting and software house with proven process expertise, Scheer GmbH supports companies in the development of
new business models, with the optimization and implementation of efficient business processes as well as with the
dependable operation of their IT systems. The integrated architecture comprises various consulting solutions and products: it
offers dependable solutions for the end-to-end digitization of business models and processes as well as for the
implementation of new technologies in digital business. Scheer is the partner of choice for many well-known companies
working towards the useful and efficient implementation of SAP and SAP S/4 HANA. Furthermore, consulting in the context
of the current development of business process management and process mining supports the quality of innovative business
model processes.
Customers benefit from high levels of Scheer sector expertise, gained from diverse consulting projects, professional IT
implementation and the possibility of having their applications or the entire IT-architecture run and managed in the cloud by
Scheer experts.
www.scheer-group.com

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and other countries. Please see https://www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark
information and notices. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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